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Xavier to acquire · Link Complex~ in '89
1

According to Link, the value of his
property is between $1.S and $2 million.
Three apartment buildings - Linkshire,
University and Manor House The "Link Complex," located between
and the Tudor House and Villa are all
Ledgewood Avenue and Victory Parkpart of the complex. There are a total
way, will be acquired next year by the
of
47 units on the property.
university from Dr. Joseph Link Jr.
Three
trustees, Paul Beckman, John
Link, professor emeritus of economics,
had a 10-year charitable trust established Kron and Bob Hiltz, are the administrators of the trust, according to Richard
to give the buildings to the university.
Hirte,
vice president of Financial AdThis trust will be made final in January
ministration.
The trustees will oversee
1989.
the distribution of the property.
Link was a former student and 30All of the rent from the tenants goes
year professor at Xavier. Link said his
into the trust, which in turn pays utilreason for donating the property is that
ties, grounds upkeep, improvements,
the Jesuits "gave us [Link and his twin
property truces, monthly annuity pay·brother I the opportunity to work [durments to Link and a management fee to
ing the Depression] our way ·through
West Shell· Realty. "The management fee
college, and for that I am grateful:'
is less than $10,000 [a year)," said Hirte.
The income the university will receive
The university will probably retain
from the property will be nice and it
West Shell to manage the property after
"nat~rally completes the campus," said
next year. "They have done a good job;'
Link. He was afraid the property might
said Hirte.
also get into the wrong hands. Hence, .
Once an apartment becomes availaestablishing the trust would ensure
ble, Residence Life is given first opporagainst that happening.
. tunity to rent it. This pass fall, six men

the men's and women's basketball· teams,
a Christian group, the International Student Society, and various other groups,
according to Sylvia Bessegato, director
of Residence Life.

by Steven ]. Baines
News editor

University Apartments, part of the "Link
Complex"
were left without a dorm room to stay
in, so Residence Life had to house them
in the complex.
Requests for occupancy have already
been received by Residence Life from

''There is a good possibility that the
men's basketball team will go over there
[to the complex);' said Bessegato.
Nothing definite has been determined,
but it is easier to house "special interest" groups, such as the men's basketball
team, at the complex because of having
to move them in and out when a dorm
closes (for a break). One facility must
always be open, according to Bessegato.
Bessegato said if the men's basketball
players move to the complex, they will
receive efficiency apartments. Otherwise,
they will not be offered singles as they
are now.
Students residing in the complex will
not be required to be on a meal plan,
according to Bessegato.
Residents in the complex will be required to sign a twelve-month lease and
possibly sublet, according to Bessegato .

Computer
simulation
finalists
announced
by John Koize
staff reporter
Four graduate students are finalists· in
a nationwide computer simulation sponsored by Arthur Anderson & Co. and
the American College of Healthcare Executives (ACHE).

Sabra Hayn photo

Cincinnati Vice Mayor ]. Kenneth Blackwell and Ohio Gov. Richard F. Celeste visited with Burton Elementary School children
Feb. 2 to promote educational improvements in the state of Ohio.

Gov. Celeste visits Burton Elementary

As Central division winner, Xavier
will compete with the University of Ottawa in Canada and the University of
California at Berkley at the Chicago
ACHE Congress in February.
Team members made management decisions based on various sets of health
administration data provided in the simulation. Team goals were to solve toplevel problems and to mrucimize the
quality .of care given the available
resources.
Members of Xavier's team are Betty
Coffey, Darryl Duncan, Shasank Soni
and· Gretchen Thompson.

enough in the state of Ohio:'
Burton class who qualify for study at
In his recent state .of the state address Xavier upon high school graduation in
Celeste issued his "Ohio Education:
1994.
·Challenge 2000:' A 20-member commitCeleste said the goal of the College
Challenge and cooperation were the
The winner of the annual simulation
tee was set up by Celeste to evaluate
Opportunity Program is to "make sure
two educational messages focµsed upon
will be announced at a luncheon in Chithe status of public education in Ohio.
the door of opportunity is o~n as wide
· at the Burton Element;iry. sg}pot' Feb, 2 ·
The committee's 'report is ekpected. iri ' . · ·- 'aii° poS5ibte. Tlien. 'it's -'up to' H\~ 'stiidents ' cago in February. Competing in the fiby Ohio Gov. Richard F. Celeste.
nal rounds for the second time, Xavier
July and will discuss the resources
to work with the universities and the
Celeste began his brief speech at Burwon the first annual simulation in 1981.
needed to meet the challenge of improv- [elementary .and secondary) schools to
ton School by pointing to a banner in
ing Ohio's public education system istakeadvantage of that opportunity:'
"It reflects the quality of our students
the back of the cafeteria which read,
sued by Celeste.
and
the strength of the curriculum;' said
''Let's Pull Together;' encouraging a coCeleste said all of Ohio could learn
Merelyn Bates-Mims, coordinator
faculty
advisor Martin Gerowitz. Geroperative approach toward education.
from the College Opportunity Program.
of the College Opportunity Program,
owitz is an associate professor in hospiThe other message Celeste gave on
For this program, Xavier designated
emphasized that the theme of "Let's Pull tal and health administration.
educaton included a challenge of im$250,000 for the 1987-88 sixth grade
Together" was the embodiment of. a .
provement. He, said, "For too long we've ·class at Burton Elementary School in
More than 25 teams representing acvery old . ideal. and said "the. community
been satisfied with an average education Avondale. This money will provide tui- .
credited programs in health and hospital
must share in the responsibility of edusystem ... average is just not good
administration competed in this event.
tion assistance to all the students of this cating our children:' -

by Mary Beth Gibbons
staff reporter

· 0r: ·
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'You've got the look'

A promising future lies ahead

Jobs increase for '88 grads
that the undergraduate majors
enjoying the greatest increase in
demand are hotel, restaurant
and institutional management,
This year's college seniors
stand a better chance of getting marketing and sales, geology,
and accounting. Majors losing
a job this year than last year
demand include metallurgy and
because employers plan to hire
material sciences, civil engineermore college graduates, according, and mathematics.
ing to George Gordon, career
Gordon said the recruiting
counselor in Xavier's Career
activity at CP&P is at about
Planning and Placement office
the same level it was last year,
(CP&P).
"Our speculation is that com- with some changes in the areas
of industries seeking employees.
panies were not overly affected
CP&P is also getting an inby the [Oct. 19 stock market
crease in requests for resumes
collapse]," said Gordon. "Comand notices of job opporpanies are still optimistic.
[They] were not nearly hurt [by tunities.
This increase in hiring comes
the collapse] as much as econoat a time when America is facmists first thought:'
ing a growing shortage of
Gordon cites a fall 1987 survey conducted by Michigan
young workers due to a decline
State University's (MSU) placein the birth rate between 1965
ment services which found that
and 1979. An article in the February edition of Nation's Busiemployers plan to hire 3.8 percent more college graduates this ness entitled "Desperately Seekyear. Large corporations will
ing Workers" examines this
growing shortage, stating, ''The
hire two to five percent more
graduates this year, and small
pool of young workers is
shrinking rapidly, and busibusinesses will hire 10 to 17
percent more people, according
nesses are finding it increasingly
to the MSU survey.
difficult to recruit qualified emStarting salaries are expected
ployees particularly for entrylevel jobs:'
to rise 3.2 percent to an average of $22,1609 a year. Top salBirth rate statistics indicate
aries are being paid to chemithis shortage will continue to
cal, electrical and mechanical
grow until it bottoms out in
engineering, and computer sciabout eight years. During this
ence majors. The study found
time skill levels required for
by Kevin Kelley
staff reporter

Sabra Hayes photos

The Black Student Association sponsored the fashion show
"Silhouette," one of several activities during Black History
Month, on Feb. 5. Models (clockwise, from upper left) Jodi
Nevels, Melissa Fincher, Leslie Patterson and Jacqueline Thompson show how it's done.

jobs will increase. Business leaders are concerned that future
college graduates will not possess the necessary skills.
These fears lead David
Kearns, chairman of Xerox Corporation, to say in Nation's
Business that "Education is a
bigger factor in productivity
growth than increased capital,
economies of scale, or better allocations of resources:'
In regard to the decline in
young workers, Gordon said,
'We're [CP&P] not seeing it
yet, but it will be coming:'
Gordon added that employers
are looking for persons with
good writing and verbal communications skills, accounting
skills, and skills in technical areas. Employers, Gordon said,
also have an "increased interest
in liberal arts students - persons with a broad base of skills
which are transferable:'
What is Gordon's advice to
undecided students concerned
about job opportunities when
they graduate? "Study what interests you. Then transfer those
skills to get a job," he said.
However, Gordon is confident
that the employment outlook
will stay the same at least for
this year. "It will be a strong
hiring year, at least for this
graduating class," he said.

PHYSICS AT UD
An intensive summer program-June 14, 1988- July 30, 1988
•
•
•
•
•

A full-year college physics course, including laboratories, in 7 weeks.
Ideally suited for pre-medical and other life science college students.
Appropriate for most academic majors.
Housing available.
Make your plans now.

Tile Universi~IJ pfDay!ou

Call the
Department of Physics
(513) 229·2311

300 College Park
Dayton, Ohio 45469-0001

SOFT CONTACTS
Replacement Lenses
I
I
I
I
I
I

started a nursery.
constructed a well.
surveyed a national park.
taught school.
coached track.
learned French.

IWAS IN THE
PEACE CORPS
Overseas positions are available for all academic degrees
Including Liberal Arts.
On-Campus Interviews taking place February 19, 1988.
To obtain more Information or an appllcatlon, call toll-free
1·800·521 ·8686

AS LOW AS

19.99*

· • Bring your written prescription to the
,.· •·.
nearest Wal greens.
• In 24-48 hours, your new factory-sealed soft"
contacts will be ready for pick-up.
*B&L Sofspin OW.

Fast and Easy SAVINGS
FEATURING • Bausch & Lomb
• Ciba Visio!'l, Cooper Vision 1 .
• Barnes-Hind • American Hydron

1

XU STUDENTS receive a 10% Discount on

Replacement Contact Prescriptions and on all
other prescriptions.
,

Good only at:
WALGREENS DRUGS10RE
4405 Montgomery Rd.

Norwood, Ohio
731-0062
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Security
procedures
questioned
It is with much regret that I
must inform you that Xavier
Safety and Security has failed
the students again.
Recently, a fellow student
withdrew from Xavier as a result of poor execution on chief
Couch's behalf. His dormitory
room was entered by chief
Couch while neither he, his
roommate nor his suitemates
were in. He commanded a
search of the room and in the
process found and confiscated
several weapons. None of these
weapons were illegal by any
federal or state laws, and none
of them included any firearms.
In fact, most of the weapons
were common utensils such as a
pocket knife and a utility knife.
Truly, I realize that it is
against Xavier policy for anyone to possess any type of
weapon at all in his/her room.
However, it is the circumstances
that led up to and included the
. raid itself that seem unreasonable.

Page 3
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First of all, it seems funny,
but chief Couch asked several
students living in the hallway
of the accused a day before the
search, "Where is he?" and
"When will he be back?" Since
the accused was out of town
with his roommate, and his
suitemates were at class, chief
Couch may have taken the time
to find out when nobody would
be in the room and then commenced the search.
Chief Couch was told by the
students he asked that the accused wouldn't be back until
late the next day. Instead of
waiting for the accused to return to face him, Couch
sneaked into the room with a
skimpy note from the Dean of
Students, Peg Dillon, and went
on with the search. Was this
search reasonable? Why didn't
chief Couch wait for the accused to return 7
Secondly, several of his officers treated the accused unfairly
several nights before by entering
his room without his permission and hassling him when he
needed their help the most.
There were several people who
saw this, yet they were not able
to come forward with their testimony on the day of the
hearing.
Finally, it seems chief Couch
was overconfident when he presented himself at the hearing
between the accused and Sylvia
Bessegato the next morning. No
witnesses were allowed, and the
fact that Couch demanded a
search of the vehicle of the ac-

cused cries out that an injustice
was being done.
Minutes before the accused
decided to leave Xavier, he received a phone call from his father. In the conversation his father said that if he was treated
unfairly, he should withdraw
immediately because Xavier did
not deserve the tuition he was
paying. Somehow I feel he was
right.
Here is a simple case of a
man who committed no crime,
yet he had been treated like a
criminal by Xavier's Security
department. Now his friends
are paying for it too.
-Joseph R. Brack

Contra
support
still dubious
While the defeat of Contra
aid in the U.S. House of Representatives and Kevin Murrin's
editorial on this issue from the
Feb. 3 Newswire are still fresh
in our minds, I thought I
would risk an FBI file of my
own and voice an opinion contrary to that of the Reagan administration, whose position
was quite matter-of-factly but
eloquently expressed by Murrin.
My disagreement stems from a
different understanding of both
the situation in Central America

and the role the Contras have
until now played.
Aside from acknowledging
Murrin's incorrect and misleading suggestion that El Salvador
is realizing a "revolution without borders;' I will pass over
his discussion of that country
to take issue with his assessment of the Contras.
Murrin mentions in his argument the results of polls, which
are said to show that the citizens of Costa Rica, Honduras,
El Salvador and Guatemala
generally support the Contras. I
find these statistics suspect and
would hazard a guess that they
emanated from administrative .
officials, such as Eliot Abrahms,
who demonstrated this summer
that they don't quite know what
they know or when they didn't
know it.
I would be curious to learn
who conducted these polls and
under what circumstances. I
also could not help but notice
that the people of Nicaragua whose nation the Contras are
oppressing - were not polled.
Even if one were to grant the
validity of these polls, I would
suggest that the leaders of the
Central American nations back
the Contras a good deal less
than Murrin might believe. Perhaps the biggest fallacy of the
entire Contra issue is that we
have some mandate from the
Central Americans, or from our
own citizens, to continue to finance the civil war in Nicaragua. The Arias Plan's request
that the Contras be disbanned,

and the U.S. House vote to discontinue funding for them,
demonstrate that this is not so.
The Arias Plan is best left to
run its course without U.S. interference. The Central American leaders have met to work
toward peace, and we should
abide by their decisions. As for
Murrin's belief that the Contras
forced the Sandinistas to negotiate, it is well known that even
with U.S. bankrolling, the Contras, because of their lack of
popular support, could not
force the Sandinistas to the
breakfast table, much less the
bargaining table.
It is my belief that U.S. involvement with the Contras is
not so much either an overture
to keep the world safe for democracy (else we would clean
up our acts in El Salvador and
the Philippines, among others)
or an effort to keep a Soviet
beachhead from springing up
"in our backyard" (indeed, the
Sandinistas have tried to talk to
the U.S. about not making Soviet bases there) but rather a
reaction of fear at the prospect
of losing control of our own interests in the region.
If the Central American leaders want our help in the peace
process, I am sure they will ask
for it, and we would be just to
give it to them. Until then, our
best course of action is to try
as much as possible to ease the
economic and social horrors in
Nicaragua that civil war inherently breeds.
-Patrick J. O'Loughlin

Student's struggle sheds light on eating disorder
Sometimes I wake up in the
morning and try to thank God
for where I am today. It was
not that long ago that I had to
leave school, the University of
Wisconsin, and be admitted to
the Eating Disorder Unit at
Methodist Hospital in Madison,
Wis., for the second time in
one year.
Life was a daily struggle for
survival. Each day consisted of
abusing my body by ingesting
laxatives and forcing myself to
throw. up (purge) while exercising to the literal point of exhaustion. I was trapped in a
hell on earth.
Anorexia nervosa and bulimia - how sad the people
say, I that a perfect young
woman would choose to waste
away.
I have bulimanexia. It is a
combination of anorexia and
bulimia. I vascillated between
not eating for days and eating
two meals a day and taking
laxatives to flush out the· food
in my body so that I would ' "· ·
not receive any nutrition, calories or vitamins.
Sure, at first I did not gain
weight, but as months turned
to years, my metabolism nearly
ceased to operate. It could not
discern a pattern of eating or
nourishment. I started to have
severe pain whenever I had to
"keep it down:' My stomach
was not accustomed to food.

Even today, I need to take a fiber supplement six times a day
to alleviate the pain and stress
put on my digestive system.
Only time will tell if my abuses
have done permanent damage.
What started as a diet was
no longer any fun, I but a
prison and a fortress that held
me like a gun.
I always thought that life
would be perfect, and I would
be happier if I could only lose
those awful 10 pounds. But
when in 10th grade I decided to
start dieting, I thought no
sweat, right? Everybody diets. I
was so hungry for approval
and attention that I would do
anything and everything. I
wanted so badly to please my
parents, family and friends that
I forgot one thing - self-acceptance starts from within. I was
too eager to please everyone
else, when I was the most important person to please.
We (my family) related in a
way I could not help. but miS-.::
percieve, I I saw love as conditional, something one achieved.
I I looked to other people to
make me feel okay, I When
they asked me who I was I
knew not what to say.
In high school and at the
University of Wisconsin, I tried
so hard to achieve, yet all the
honor rolls, scholarships and
leadership positions could not

alleviate the pain I felt. It is so
age and acceptance for myself
others use alcohol or drugs to
accurate that when people
and others.
ease the pain and struggles
asked me who I was, I "knew
I challenge you as well. Get
which seem too difficult to
not what to say:' I was too
tackle alone. These vices do not to know the real you. Somebusy giving outwardly to others help - they only compound
times the tears need to come
in need, when inwardly, I was
and a friend or counselor is
the problem. My wish for you
physically dying and emotiontoday would be this: Take time necessary. It really is worth it
though, and so are you. Peace.
ally giving up.
and find out who the real perRecovery was not permanent son inside yourself is. It's worth
-J.J., a recovered bulimanexic
until I could finally see, I the
it and you will be a happier
Editor's note: Next week Dr.
person.
behaviors and the actions of
Christine Dacey, a Xavier psywhat was hurting me.
Recovery - a word seldom
I have many people to thank, chology professor, and ].]. will
be_ writing an information artiused in my vocabulary for five
especially here at XU. I have
cle on eating disorders and
years. I did not have a probworked hard and am now inlem. I thought that if I wanted
volved in healthy relationships I where to get help which will
appear on this page.
to, I could stop my obsession
never thought possible. I still
The verse in the above letter
and resume normal eating pathave setbacks (finals!), but I'm
comes from an untitled poem
terns. I finally hit bottom and
not going to mess up this secin the July 1983 issue of The
was close to liver failure. My
ond chance God has given me.
Hopeline, a newsletter for peobody was screaming out for me I look forward to each day
ple with eating disorders.
to stop. I became jaundiced and with a renewed spirit of coureven now am monitored because my body is not regulated.
After 14 weeks at the Eating
Disorder Unit at Methodist, I
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly throughout the school year, except
am on the road to recovery.
during vacation and exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory
Each day is still a struggle to
Pkwy., Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
The statements and opinions of The Xavier Newswire are not necessarily those
be in love with ·myself enough
of the student body, faculty or administration of Xavier. Statements and opinions
to say "no" to"Iiarniful'acts.· -I · · of
columnists do not necessarily reflect those of the editors.
have become my own person
Subscription rates are $15.00/year within the USA. Subscription inquiries should
with much more self~steem
be directed to Suzanne Stegman, business manager (513-745-3561). Advertising
inquiries will be handled by Kent George, advertising manager (513-745-3607).
than I ever thought possible. I
Entered as third class matter at the U.S. Post Office under permit number 1275.
have attended support group
Reprinting of articles or cartoons without permission of the author and/or The
meetings, individual and family
Xavier Newswire is strictly prohibited.
psychotherapy, and utilize one
of my best resources - my
Editor in chief ............................................ Fred Middendorf
News editor .............................................. Steven J. Baines
writing. My journal· has become
Perspectives editor ....................................... Anthony Kovalik
a special friend.
Sports editor ................................................ Mike Pfiester
An eating disorder is not a
Diversions editor .......................................... Mary T. Helmes
"freak" disease. I chose food;
Calendar editor ............................................ Kimberly Grote
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"There is more to life than increasing its speed."
-Mahatma Gandhi
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WVXU serves up Radio by the slice'
by Missy Baker
staff reporter
How many times have you
heard that WV.XU only plays
jazz7 'Well, that's not even
close to being right;' according
to Pepper Sweeney, a senior radio personality for Xavier's own
radio station.
WV.XU is unlike most college
radio stations. "For one thing
it's associated with National
Public Radio [NPR)," said
Sweeney, a disc jockey for rock
programs ''Deja Vu" and "Retrospect:' "It has a lot to offer, a
lot of different programs. The
stations big slogan now is 'Radio by the slice; which refers to
the fact that there are so many
different programs that it will
appeal to just about everybody:'
This diversity makes WVXU
special. "In a market the size of
Cincinnati;' said George Zahn,
operations director for the station, "there are a lot of stations
[which) do one thing very well.
And what we have the ability
to do is break up our broadcast
day and do a number of different things to appeal to the general audience, which isn't necessarily served by the different
stations:'
To start every morning off,
from 6 to 8 a.m., there is
."Morning Edition;' a news
show from NPR in Washington,
D.C. "It's a real human touch
to news," Sweeney emphasized.
"They'll be talking about some-

and Saturday nights from midnight to 6 a.m. The '1nitiation
Hour" is a special segment of
the ''Moonlight Club" and airs
Thursday nights at midnight.
This hour-long show features
first-run albums received during
the previous week. "With the
exception of WOXY up in Oxford,'' said Zahn, "there's nobody playing the stuff that the
'Moonlight Club' is playing.
And not many people pick up
WOXY in Cincinnati:'
Other rock shows include
"Retrospect," Saturdays and
Sundays from 6 to 8 a.m., and
Mary T. Helmes photo
"Moonlight Club" codirectors, seniors Rick Hannon (left) and Derek "Oldies Overnight," Sunday
through Wednesday from midVenckus (right), celebrated the "Clubs" first anniversary Friday night.
night to 5 a.m.
WV.XU also has two new-age
music of today mixed in with a
thing going on like people
little of the progressive music of radio shows, "Soundscapes;'
starving in Ethiopia and you'll
Sundays, 10 p.m.-midnight, and
the '60s and '70s;' and has the
hear kids crying in the
"A Distant Cabaret," Fridays, 7makings of a campus favorite,
background:'
8 p.m., both directed by Ann
During the day there are sev- according to Sweeney. ''They
Oliver. The music played on
eral different types of program- play more mainstream groups
these shows is "classified very
ming, from old radio dramas
like R.E.M., U2, Echo and the
broadly as contemporary mulike "Lights Out" to comedies
Bunnymen, and people like
sic/new music/new-age music/
like "Fibber McGee and Molly"
that, and then they get a little
world music;' said Oliver.
to "Autoline," a car repair show more obscure with groups like
''What I do on [these shows) is
the Screaming Blue Messiahs
featuring local mechanic Steve
try to present a wider view of
Overbeck.
and the Hoodoo Gurus,'' he
a different style of music within
If rock 'n' roll is more your
said.
a very broad category:' Some
The ''Moonlight Club" is on
style, every weekday WVXU
of the bands which have been
offers "Deja Vu." This new pro- the air Thursday nights from
featured on "A Distant Cabagram, which runs from noon to midnight to 5 a.m., and Friday
3:30 p.m., features classic cuts
from the '60s and '70s "with a
little bit of '50s mixed in;'
noted Sweeney. "It'~ a 'aig
. J.. __.. ·.. . . .
- ····· ' .. .. ' .....
Chill' kind of sound."
by Mark Keefe
Also along the lines of rock
staff reporter
is the ''Moonlight Club," which
features "alternative, progressive
What are two bands like

ret'' are Tangerine Dream, Paul
Winter Consort, Oregon, Vangelis and Andreas Vollenweider.
Another program which falls
into the WVXU variety is
''When Swing Was King," every
Saturday and Sunday beginning
at noon. Madeleine Carstaires,
one of four swing disc jockeys,
said she plays the big bands
"because I just really enjoy the
music, and I get on the air to
try to find as much peppy and
weird stuff as I can:'
And of course, we cannot
forget jazz. Jazz has given
WVXU an identity. Though the
afternoon jazz hours were recently cut, the evening hours
were extended to seven nights a
week.
"For various reasons, [the
programming] changes a lot,''
said Sweeney. "I think a lot of
the students don't seem to really know what [WVXU) is
playing. Every student should
have a program guide to the
station becalise I know there is
a lot they may not be aware

of:'
WV.XU is located at 91. 7 on
the FM dial. Program guides
can be picked up at the front
desk of the station at 1648 Herald Ave.

GLJ and M.O.D. are h-o-t

JOIN THE
WINNING TEAM!

Become a starter in a great position by joining the SIGNATURE INN teaml
We're a lea~er in ~II ~a~egories of hospitality management, and we're looking
for team-oriented ind1v1duals capable of being our full-time regulars and parttime specialists. Positions available typically include NIGHT AUDITOR,
FRONT DESK and HOUSEKEEPERS. NO MOTEL EXPERIENCE NECESSARY ... we'll put you through training and teach you our system. And,
you'll benefit from our established professional image that reflects the quality,
concern and service that has made us a winner. Your efforts will be
~awarded "':'ith c?mpetitive compensation and a benefits package that
includes paid holidays, personal days, vacation and uniforms. Join the
winners ... be a winnerl Apply in person to any of our Signature
Inn locations:
NOTHEAST • 1·71 • Flelda Ertel Rd. 1683-30881
NORTH· 1·75 • Sharonvllla Rd. 11·2751
11385 Cheater Rd. 1772-78771

~
~ignatura
1nn.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

Sug·ar 'n' Spice

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake,
and much, much morel

A Cincinnati tradition since 1941
4381 Reading Rd. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory 'Parkway
Across from Natorp's
Cincinnati Magazine's 1984 Best Breakfast Award.
Minutes from Xavier University, Reasonable prices!

242·3521

Gene Loves Jezebel and Method
of Destruction (M.O.D.) doing
in the same article? Well, in my
quest to hold the reader's interest, I could think of nothing
more interesting than letting
those two bands talk about
themselves . . . at the same
time.
I talked to Michael Aston of
Gene Loves Jezebel first, so in
all fairness, Aston gets to go
first. Gene Loves Jezebel is a
five-piece alternative band that
was formed in England circa
1983. After many member
changes, as well as some independent and commercial releases, GLJ is beginning to enjoy some commercial success.
Aston commented, "We received some airplay from college stations in America in the
first years of our band. When
we finally toured America, we
were surprised at the reception
we were given: enthusiasm, sellouts and an overall good time
at every stop. That seems to increase with subsequent dates on
each tour:'
Cincinnati was no exception
to this warmth as last year's
show at Bogart's was a sell-out.
Most of that enthusiasm can be
attributed to GLJ's show: good
music combined with a flashy
stage presence. Critics seemed
to apply the word "trendy" to
GLJ at first, but much of that
criticism is long gone.
'We're not trendy at all," said
Aston. "We're just having fun.
As far as our appearance is
concerned, what we wear is
ours. We don't look for cos- ·
tumes to try and impress any-

Gene Loves Jezebel (left) and M.0.D. (right): all very nice guys
one. It's the music that we want
people to notice:'
What about those critics? Aston said, 'Their job is to give
their opinion, and I respect everyone's opinion. It's just that
they make their opinions upon
first impressions. If they give
their opinion on what they see
and not what they hear, I feel
sorry for them:'
On that note, I think I'll tell
you who not to feel sorry for:
M.0.D. When I talked to guitarist Tim McMurtrie, he
couldn't have been happier. He
had just awakened and told me
how hisJeg was in a cast up to
his mid-thigh after pulling tendons. How do you pull leg tendons playing guitar?
"I was running around stage
ripping out guitar chords when
I heard something else rip my leg," explained McMt1rtrie.
''That doesn't stop me from
playing or getting into the energy of our music. Its just frustrating sitting on a stool
onstage:'
Hailing from New Jersy,
M.0.D.
sort of a hardcore/
metal band which just released

is

its first album, U.S.A. for
M.O.D., on Megaforce Records.
"Our crowds love to get into
our music, which lets us get
into our music even more,'' said
McMurtrie. ''You can't believe
the energy that comes from our
shows. But we love it:'
M.0.D. has been rocking
crowds from coast to coast and
even in Canada. Said McMurtrie, "I can't believe the reception we're getting. Things
couldn't be better. Everyone
seems to enjoy what we're doing, and we enjoy doing it for
them. Who could ask for
·more7" ~:::.1
Two bands that are too
much. Both M.0.D. and Gene
Loves Jezebel seem to have
much more good music ahead
of them. For now, let's just
hope they keep doing what
they're doing: playing good music. Who could ask for more7

Gene Loves Jezebel perfonns
this Friday, Feb. 12, 8 p.m. at
Bogart's, 2621 Vine St., Corryville. For more infonnatiiJn, call
281-8400 or 281-8401 (after 5
p.m.).
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Park Avenue to heat up Grill
most bands, desires a recording
contract. However, the musicians refuse to accept just any
Jazz and pop band Park Ave- offer. 'We've been offered a
couple of contracts," said
nue will heat up the Musketeer
Inn (the "Grill") on Feb. 12 for
Mitchhart, ''but, very honestly,
they were not really what we
what promises to be a packed
were looking for. You've got to
house. They've already performed twice on campus, but
shop and hopefully you'll get a
deal that you think is really gothis appearance will tell the
story.
ing to work for your best interests:' In short, the group thinks
"After BSA [Black Student
the deal must really be a fair
Association] invited them, SAC
deal. And they will strive for
(Student Activities Council]
that even if it means turning
asked them to perform last sedown recording contracts.
mester," said Charity Brown,
One may choose to categograduate assistant of Minority
Affairs. "It was a packed house rize Park Avenue with most
contemporary jazz bands, but
and the crowd was really
they do play pop and rhythm
excited:'
and blues tunes as well. This
Park Avenue has become acblend of styles will be evident
customed to performing for enon their upcoming cassette, due
thusiastic audiences. 'We've
to be released during the latter
opened for a lot of national
part of March. One side is priacts like Brandforci Marsalis,
marily pop and rhythm and
Roy Ayers, Shirley Murdock
blues music while the other side
and The Drifters;' said Stacey
reflects their jazz interests and
Mitchhart, leader and guitarist
for the band. He looks forward
to playing with many other
artists.
Park Avenue, of course, like
by Trina Addison
staff reporter

Currents

is primarily instrumental. The
cassette will be available at
most privately-oWned record
stores ~hroughout the city.
Park Avenue is different from
many bands in that they are
against drug use and abuse. Although drugs will probably always· be an issue in America
and manage to be a part of the
music industry, Mitchhart
proudly stated that he doesn't
do any drugs and that the band.
members aren't to come to the
gig on any drugs whatsoever.
He said, "You get high off the
music. You get high off the
feedback from the people:'
Ultimately,· Park Avenue accepts a well-deserved invitation
with .great appreciation and
looks forward to performing on
campus. They are grateful for
the treatment they've received
on campus in the past. They
plan on living up to the image
given them as they heat up
Xavier's campus once again.

compiled by
Mary T. Helmes
Diversions editor

Steve Reich update
Discount tickets for fulltime students are available
for the Steve Reich Ensemble,
performing Friday, Feb. 12, 8
p.m. at the Taft Theater.
Reich's contemporary scores
are repetitive and. trance-like,
yet constantly shifting. Tickets for only $6 are available
to students at the Contemporary Arts Center, 115 E. 5th
St., downtown. Coupons
good for $2 off regular admission prices of $12, $17
and $20 are also available at
the front desk of WVXU,
1648 Herald Ave. For more
information, call the CAC at
721-0390.

Timothy Leary lives!
Dr. Timothy Leary - the
1960s master philosopher of
"Tune in, turn on, drop
out"; the man immortalized
in songs by the Moody Blues
and the Dead Kennedys; the
one who conducted clinical
studies on the effects of psychedelic drugs - is back to
offer perspectives on the '80s
at Bogart's tonight at 8:30
p.m. Dr. Leary addresses the
growing use of personal
computers and defines "the
parameters of the human
mind in the modem age:'
Students with a college ID
will receive $1 off ticket
prices of $7.50 in advance/
$8.50 at the door. Doors
open at 7:30 p.m. at Bogart's, 2621 Vine St.,
·Corryville.

Love
confession
from an
anthemaniac.
As you know, anthemaniacs like myself
just go crazy around
flowers. So what does
my Valentine send-me ·
on Valentine's Day?
The FTD® Love Note
Bouquet! .
Well, let me tell you,
when I saw those
beautiful flowers in
that fine porcelain
bowl it drove me wild.
Besides, this glorious
bouquet also came
with a note pad and
pencil with which I've
written my Valentine
every day.
And smart Valentines
know it doesn't cost
much to send us
anthemaniacs into
this flower frenzy.
Just ask your florist
to have FTD send
one.for you.

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound® to
the beach, the mountains or your hometown.
- - - For $49 .50 each way, you and your friends

50

:teh:h~~t

Each way based on round-trip purchase.

go Greyhound ..,~

GO GREYHOUND

1
®

1\iidleave the driving to us:

Greyhound • 1005 Gilbert Street • 352-6012
Must present a valid coll• student I.D. aird upoo purchase. No other discounts apply. Ticlcets are llOlltnnsferable and good for tnvel on
Greyhound Lines, Inc., Trailways Lines and other participating carricn. Certain n:strictions apply. Fare is CICh way per pcrsoo hued on round-trip purchase. Offer
effective 2/15/88 through 4125/88. Offer limited. Not valid in Canada. Greyhound also offers an unlimited miJase fue for $59.00 CICh way.
Some n:strictions apply. © 1988 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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eXcuseme
by IJavid Stubenrauch
Sports columnist

Peggy Barlage photo

Boxing coach Rollie Schwartz (right) demonstrates to senior Rick Roche (left) the proper technique
using the punching bag.

Schwartz boosts boxing club
by Tony Purcell
staff reporter

It seems everyone here at
Xavier is well acquainted with
the basketball team and is familiar with their success, but
Xavier also has a boxing
powerhouse.
The XU boxing club is
coached by Rollie Schwartz. In
his 42nd year of coaching the
sport of boxing, Schwartz has
helped form world-class boxers.
Do the names Mike Tyson, .
Leon Spinks and Sugar Ray
Leonard ring a bell? Schwartz
helped coach the 1976 U.S.
Olympic boxing team to five
gold medals, one silver medal
and one bronze medal in an
Olympic sport usually controlled by other countries like
Cuba.
In addition to his coaching
success worldwide (he runs
clinics all over the world),
Schwartz takes the time to voluntarily coach Xavier's team.
The team is a club sport without much monetary support
from the university, so
Schwartz's only reward is his
gratification from teaching the
art of boxing.
According to Schwartz, collegiate boxing is a misunderstood
sport. Contrary to popular
opinion, collegiate boxing is a
relatively safe sport. The primary difference between professional boxing and collegiate
boxing is in the area of safety.
Referees utilize the eight
count in collegiate boxing
whenever a boxer appears to be
in danger. Boxers are required
to wear head gear even in ac~
tual matches. Matches only last
four rounds so that a boxer's
technique is judged on the basis
of good style, not knockdowns.
Finally, boxers are similarly
matched according to speed,
power, weight and general skill
level to provide for competitively sound bouts in collegiate
boxing.
Schwartz's techniques include
what he calls "boxing coached
the safe way:' He is quick to
present the fact that only one
Xavier boxer has been injured
(a minor nose injury) in his 12
years of coaching at XU, and

he contends that Xavier has the
best safety record in collegiate
boxing.
Schwartz believes a boxer
should learn four hours of defensive instruction to every one
hour of offensive maneuvers.
The boxing team practices
five days a week in the XU Armory. Their workout consists of
calisthenics, stretching, working
with the boxing bag, shadow
boxing and running (endurance
and speed training). ''Then,
they can spar," says Schwartz.
All this hard work seems to
pay off because XU is currently
the number two team in the
Midwest, second only to the
Naval Academy. Recently; the
Muskies clobbered Miami University of Ohio at Oxford, nine
bouts to two. The keys to the
match were the defensive skills
that Xavier possessed and those
Miami lacked.
Schwartz commented on this
year's boxers as follows:
• Senior Gino Dania - "He
is the Midwest champion [and]
is undefeated versus Midwest
opponents in the past three
years:'

• Senior Louie Pedron ''Midwest finalist last year and
has a 5-2 record this year:'
• Senior Chris Mcinerney "Undefeated this year:'
• Senior Rick Roche - "May
win the National Title at 156
lbs:'
• Junior Neil Ryan - "He is
undefeated this year:'
• Junior Kurt Haffner -:--- "He
has made great strides in the
past few months:'
. • Sophomore DavE! Ahlert "He is one of the best athJetes
at Xavier:'
• Freshman Marvin Narcelles
- "He possesses good form
and style."
• Freshman Ryan Coman "He looks good with his natural reflexes:'
Schwartz also has high expectations for newcomers Rocky
Rivera, Matt Kilton, Tim liurhenne and Joe Myers.
The Xavier boxing team hosts
Miami University of Ohio, the
University of Cincinnati and
Ohio University, among others,
at the XU Armory on I'eb. 19.
Students are admitted for $1
with XU ID.

So what else is new? Saturday night, the Muskies
played another important
and exciting basketball game.
For this game against the
Butler Bulldogs, I left my
usual front row seat at the
press table for an end-zone
seat with the students. I
came in expecting yelling
and screaming and just allout craziness. I left, instead,
disappointed. Although Xavier beat Butler, the fans lost.
Come on, friends. It's conference time. Just ask those
exceptional cheerleaders, or
better yet, watch them.
These "catalysts to the
crowd" have helped Xavier
overcome large deficits.
Many times this year, fan
support has proved to be the

offsetting element enabling
Xavier to pull off a win.
Let me give you a good
example of this support, or
lack thereof. Back in 1986,
Creighton University came to
Cincinnati. The lowest crowd
of the year, 1,565, showed
up and Xavier fell to defeat,
74-73. The Cincinnati Gardens has held more than
2,000 fans for all Xavier
games since. In fact, the
Muskies have the third-longest active home winning
streak in college basketball.
So why are you sitting at
home or in your dorm saying, "I want to get crazy tonight, but where?" Get in
your car or catch the bus.
Xavier has three big games
remaining at home.
No eXcuses this time. The
MCC tournament at Indianapolis is the same week as
spring break. Reserve your
seats now and head for the
battlefield.

Off Campus
Housing
j •

Walk to campus

•Free heat
•Cable·.
• Parking
$235.00 and up

Oxford Apts
1001 Dana Ave.
ca11 Jeff at
221·8081

$7.99
Get two 12" cheese
pizzas for just $7.99.
Additional toppings
are specially priced
at just .so each.

BASKETBALL TICKET INFORMATION
XU vs. EVANSVILLE (2/20/88)
and
XU vs. DAYTON (2/2 7 /88)
TO PICK UP A TICKET, YOU MUST:
1. Be enrolled Spring Semester as a FULL-TIME student. (PART-TIME students should
contact the Ticket Office in the Sports Center NOW for tickets to either game! PARTTIME students receive a $1.00 discount on one ticket.);
2. Come in person (with the people with whom you wish to sit at the game) at the
times and locations listed below; and
3. Present your current ID.
LOCATION:
University Center Ticket Office (across from Grill)
TIMES:
Monday, February 15:
3pm-7:30pm
Tuesday, February 16:
IOam·lpm
5pm·7pm
8am·llam
Wednesday, February 17:
Thursday, February 18:
noon-4prn
LOCATION:
O'Connor Sports Center Ticket Office
TIMES:
9:30am-4prn
Friday, February 19:
SPECIAL NOTE:
Floor seats will be available at the first THREE times listed above.

396-7400
3915 Montgomery Rd.
Expires: February 16, 1988
One co0p0n per
pizza, Limited
delivery area, Our
drivers carry less
than $20.00,

II=:'°'S

•
• Dm.IVIRS'
• · .......
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$7.99
.Get ~wo 12" cheese
pizzas for just $7.99.
Additional toppings
are specially priced
at just .so each.

396-7400
3915 Montgomery Rd.
Expires: Febru•ry 18, 1988
On• co0p0n per ,
pizza, Limited
•
dellveryarea. Our
drivers carry 1...

L
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Muskies keep streak intact, beat Bulldogs, 89-74
by Mike Pfiester
Sports editor

Xavier's home winning streak
was on the line Saturday. The
Musketeers found themselves
trailing Butler University, 20-11,
with 13:21 left in the first half.
Xavier desperately needed a
momentum shifter if they had
any hopes of stopping the
streaking Bulldogs.
Pete Gillen quickly inserted
freshman Jamal Walker into the
game and the rest was history.
Walker, 5'10", scored six points
and recorded two dazzling
dunks that inspired the team to
an impressive victory. The Muskies slammed the Bulldogs, 8974, in front of 7,006 fans - the
second-largest crowd of the season - at the Cincinnati
Gardens.
The victory kept Xavier's
home winning streak alive at 21
games - the third-best home
winning streak in the nation.
Xavier (15-3) holds sole possession of first place in the Mid-

western Collegiate Conference
(MCC) with a 4-1 conference
record.
"It's hard to play against a
team that plays that aggressively;' said Butler coach Joe
Sexson. "We lacked quickness,
experience, depth and jumping
ability:'
The Muskies forced seven
steals and out-rebounded the
Bulldogs 33-20 as examples of
their aggressive style.
"We're not a surgical, methodical team," said Gillen.
"Our defense usually gets our
offense going. It wasn't there in
the beginning, but fortunately,
our defense got us out of the
grave before it was too late:'
Moreover, Gillen was quick
to point out the importance of
the players off the bench. "I
thought our freshmen came in
and gave us some much needed
juice;' said Gillen. "However,
we're still not like a North Carolina or an Arizona who just
steamrolls teams with waves
and waves."

Yet, it was destined to be
Xavier's night. For example,
Butler was the leading freethrow shooting team in the nation prior to the game. The
Bulldogs shot horribly as they
only converted on nine of 18
free throws. Furthermore, the
Muskies shot 62.3 percent from
the field - their best performance of the season.
Senior Byron Larkin and junior Stan Kimbrough, Xavier's
"pair extraordinaire;' combined
for 44 points. With grace under
pressure, Larkin led the way
with 26 points, six rebounds,
six assists and four steals. Kimbrough scored 18 points, while
sophomores Derek Strong and
Tyrone Hill scored 16 and 11
points respectively. Seniors J.D.
Barnett and Dexter Campbell
scored six points apiece. Hill
led the way with 11 rebounds.
'We're starting to play as a
team;' said Kimbrough. "We
have to keep our heads up and
go out there each night and
just play basketball:'

David Gruber photo

Freshman Jamal Walker leaps into the air for one of his two dunks
Saturday.

Player of the week

Sabrina DiBiagio
Sport: Riflery
Year: freshman
Hometown: Trenton, N.J.

Position: number one shooter
Height: 5 '4 •
Weight: 140 lbs.

Freshman Sabrina DiBiagio set two new individual Xavier
records to lead the Musketeer rifle team past the University
of Kentucky Wildcats on Jan. 30. DiBiagio recorded a score
of 1,151 out of 1,200 possible points in the smallbore rifle
competition and broke her previously held record of 1,147.
Her other record score of 389 out of 400 possible points
broke another Xavi~r rec9rd of 379 points held by sopho- ,
.·
more Matt Byko~~ki in thJ air rifle competition.
DiBiagio took interest in the sport of riflery at age 11 and
shot for the Langhorn Rod and Gun Club. While attending
Notre Dame High School in Trenton, N.J., DiBiagio was a
member of the Langley Eagles, a rifle team in Virginia that
recruits people from all over the U.S. As a Langley Eagle,
DiBiagio traveled to Los Angeles, Calif., to shoot for the
U.S. International Championships. Overall, she came in 10th
place in the nation for all women under age 21.
As a Xavier Musketeer, DiBiagio's goals are to qualify for
individual competition at the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) tournament and become an All-American.
As a psychology major, DiBiagio's career ambition is to
become a sports psychologist.

's Dance
Fe6nuuy 13, 1988
9:00 - 1:00 p.m. $15 4 coupCe
L&1\f Big Band
~Inn .Covin!Jton, Kentucky
incC11des hors d'oeuvres
Ticfiets may 6e puTCliasetC in the SAC Offtce.
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All announcements must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in Brockman Hall by Friday at 3 p.m. Please direct
mail to Kimberly Grote, editor,
Calendar. Also include name
and phone number.

February

lOBuddy

11.

The Anorexia-Bulimia
Center at Mercy Hospital of Fairfield will ·
hold its monthly Community
Meeting for persons with eating
disorders in the third floor
classroom at the hospital, 3000
Mack Rd., at 7 p.m. For more
information, call 867-7600.

11.

The Career Planning
and Placement Office
will present Part II in
the Professional Development
Sequence at 1 p.m. in the Regis
Room.

G•ay of the Alcoholic Drop-Inn Center will speak on "Militarization and Cincinnati The College DemoConnections Between Military
crats, College RepubliSpending and Homelessness" at
cans and Earthbread
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. in
are
cosponsoring
"Student Diathe Kelley Auditorium.
logue on Central America Focus: Nicaragua" at 7:30 p.m.
in the Terrace Room of the
Experience the combined comical and mu- University Center.
sical talents of the
Pheromones as they perform at
Come see "Controlling
the Wednesday Weekend WarmInterest," a film which
up at 9:30 p.m. DownUnder.
examines the relationship between corporate and
government leaders, 11:30 a.m.
Looking for a date to
and 12:30 p.m. in Alter Hall,
the Valentine's Dance?
Room 217.
Stop leaving your love
life to chance! Join 95 Lite's
Romance your sweetMark Elliot as he hosts The
heart as SAC presents
Dating Game, DownUnder, at
a "Crazy Little Thing
8:30 p.m. You could be selected Called Love" Valentine's Dance
from the audience to participate from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the
in this imitation of the popular Riverview Quality Inn. Enjoy
TV show. Matched couples will dancing to the musical sounds
receive dinner dates compliof the L&M Big Band. If you
ments of SAC.
are feeling truly adventurous,

11.

10

12

11.

13
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you can even enter the "BoogieWoogie" dance contest. Tickets
cost $15 per couple and .can be
purchased in the SAC office.

14

Prospective black stu· dents are invited to
learn more about Xavier at "Black Student Visitation
Day:' Come for an afternoon of
discussion in the College of
Business Administration, Rooms
1 and 2, 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. For
further information, contact Celestine W Goodloe at 745-3163.

14
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For further information, contact
the Information Desk at 7453201.

15Tune in to WVXU 91.7 FM at 10 a.m. for
the Community Affairs
FOrum on "Pastoral Ministry in
El Salvador" with Sr. Kateri
Maureen Koverman, S.C., who
works in Tenancingo, El
Salvador.

16

The English Club will
sponsor the showing
of "Persona" - the
second installment of "Mental
Illness in Literature and the
Movies" - at 7 p.m. in the
Hearth Room. "Gothic," which
was originally scheduled for this
date, will be shown later this
semester.

Today is the registration deadline for the
Spring Break "D. C.
Dive" - a week-long experience in our nation's capital and
an opportunity to gain firsthand exposure to human servThere will be a Pax
Christi meeting, 5:30
ice, government, public policy
p.m., at the Dorothy
and citizen action agencies.
Day House.
There will also be time for
sight-seeing and exploring on
16~oin s~c at the movyour own. The cost is $85 per
1es as it presents
person, which includes transpor"Stand By Me:' Showtation, lodging and meals (extimes are 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. in
cept for three meals out and
personal expenses). For more in- the University Center Theatre.
formation, contact the Dorothy Admission is $1 per person.
Day House at 745-3046.
The Public Relations
Student Society of
Because of the anticiAmerica will meet at
pation of sell-outs, stu- 5:30 p.m. in the Hearth Room.
dent tickets for both
the Evansville and Dayton bas- 17The Career Planning
and Placement Office
ketball games will be distribwill offer a Portfolio
uted to full-time students today
through Feb. 19. See ad in this Preparation Workshop at 1:30
p.m. in the Regis Room.
issue for times and locations.

16

15

16

24

sit. .25Free
tin~s for
semor
photos will take place both
days for inclusion in a senior
annual. Photo packages will be
available. Sign up at the University Center Information Desk
for times. For more information,
call Allison Quick at 961-1815.

Miscellaneous
John L. Eick
Memorial Award
A gift of $2,500 recently received in memory of John L.
Eick, former Xavier French proCessor, will be used to send a
Xavier student to France to
study French during the summer of 1988.
The modem languages department is currently accepting
applications for the John L. Eick
Memorial Award. Application
forms and more information are
available in the office of the
Associate Dean of Arts and
Sciences, Alter 124. Application
deadline is Wednesday, Feb. 17.
Xavier students from any college or major are eligible provided they are full-time students
who will have at least junior
status by the end of this academic year. Applicants must
also have completed at least
two French courses at Xavier at
the time of application.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Seeks Editors for 1988-89
Applications are now being accepted for the following positions on THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
for the 1988-89 academic year:
• Editor in chief
•News editors (two)
•Perspectives (commentary) editor
• Diversions (entertainment) editor

• Sports editor
• Photography editor
• Business .manager
•Advertising manager

ALL POSITIONS ARE PAID.
Newswriting and/or journalistic experience preferred, but not absolutely essential.
Application forms and guidelines are available at the University. Center Information Desk, THE
XAVIER NEWSWIRE office in Brockman Hall or Dr. John Eric Anderson's office, room B-11 in
the Communication Arts Department (basement of Alter Hall).
The deadline for applications is TUESDAY, FEB. 16. Applications should be turned in to Dr.
John Eric Anderson, chairperson, Student Publications.Committee,, B-.1.1 ·Alterr~Hall~d
Applicants for the position of editor in chief will be interviewed on Thursday, Feb. 18, at 2:30
p.m. in the Indiana Room of the University Center.
Candidates for the remaining editorial positions will be contacted regarding the date, time and
location of their interviews.

Join THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
and experience THE ''WRITE'' STUFFI

